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Abstract
Visual localization, i.e., camera pose estimation in a
known scene, is a core component of technologies such as
autonomous driving and augmented reality. State-of-the-art
localization approaches often rely on image retrieval techniques for one of two tasks: (1) provide an approximate
pose estimate or (2) determine which parts of the scene
are potentially visible in a given query image. It is common practice to use state-of-the-art image retrieval algorithms for these tasks. These algorithms are often trained
for the goal of retrieving the same landmark under a large
range of viewpoint changes. However, robustness to viewpoint changes is not necessarily desirable in the context
of visual localization. This paper focuses on understanding the role of image retrieval for multiple visual localization tasks. We introduce a benchmark setup and compare state-of-the-art retrieval representations on multiple
datasets. We show that retrieval performance on classical landmark retrieval/recognition tasks correlates only for
some but not all tasks to localization performance. This
indicates a need for retrieval approaches specifically designed for localization tasks. Our benchmark and evaluation protocols are available at https://github.com/
naver/kapture-localization.

1. Introduction
Visual localization is the problem of estimating the exact
camera pose for a given image in a known scene, i.e., the
exact position and orientation from which the image was
taken. Localization algorithms are core components of systems such as self-driving cars [34], autonomous robots [54],
and mixed reality applications [5, 16, 59, 62, 101].
Traditionally, visual localization algorithms rely on a 3D
scene representation of the target area [36, 51, 52, 77, 88],
constructed from reference/database images with known
poses. They use 2D-3D matches between a query image
and the 3D representation for pose estimation. This representation can be an explicit 3D model, often obtained
via Structure-from-Motion (SFM) [33, 83, 87] using local

features for 2D-3D matching, or an implicit representation through a machine learning algorithm [10, 61, 85]. In
the latter case, the learning algorithm is trained to regress
2D-3D matches. These structure-based methods can be
scaled to large scenes through an intermediate image retrieval step [11,24,30,74,75,80,91,92]. The intuition is that
the top retrieved images provide hypotheses about which
parts of the scene are likely visible in a query image. 2D3D matching can then be restricted to these parts.
The pre-processing step of building a 3D scene representation is not strictly necessary. Instead, the camera pose
of a query image can be computed using the known poses
of the top database images found, again using image retrieval. This can be achieved via relative pose estimation
between query and retrieved images [109, 113], by estimating the absolute pose from 2D-2D matches [111], via relative pose regression [9, 26] or by building local 3D models
on demand [100]. If high pose accuracy is not required,
the query pose can be approximated very efficiently via a
combination of the poses of the top retrieved database images [99, 100, 108].
As illustrated in Fig. 1, there are various roles that image retrieval can play in visual localization systems. Efficient pose approximation by representing the pose of
a query image by a (linear) combination of the poses of
retrieved database images [99, 100, 108] (Task 1). Accurate pose estimation without a global 3D map by computing the pose of the query image relative to the known
poses of retrieved database images [9, 26, 48, 100, 109, 113]
(Task 2a). Accurate pose estimation with a global 3D
map by estimating 2D-3D matches between features in a
query image and the 3D points visible in the retrieved images [15, 30, 36, 74, 80, 91] (Task 2b).
These three tasks have differing requirements on the results of the retrieval stage: Task 1 requires the retrieval step
to find images taken from poses as similar as possible to
the query, i.e., the image representation should not be too
robust or invariant to changes in viewpoint. Tasks 2a and
2b require the retrieval stage to find images depicting the
same part of the scene as the query image. However, the
retrieved images do not need to be taken from a similar
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Figure 1. This paper analyzes the role of image retrieval in three visual localization tasks through extensive experiments.

pose as the query as long as local feature matching succeeds. In fact, Task 2a usually requires retrieving multiple
images from a diverse set of viewpoints that differ from the
query pose [48, 113]. Task 2b benefits from retrieving images of high visual overlap with the query image and (in
theory) requires only one relevant database image.
Despite differing requirements, modern localization
methods [27, 30, 74, 91, 100, 113] indiscriminately use the
same representations based on compact image-level descriptors [1, 97]. These descriptors are typically trained for
landmark retrieval/place recognition tasks with the goal to
produce similar descriptors for images showing the same
building or place independently of the pose or other viewing
conditions [55, 69]. Interestingly, to the best of our knowledge, there is no work analyzing the suitability of such descriptors on the three visual localization tasks.
In order to close this gap in the literature, this paper
investigates the role of image retrieval for visual localization. We design a benchmark to measure the correlation
between localization and retrieval/recognition performance
for each task. Our benchmark enables a fair comparison of
different retrieval approaches by fixing the remaining parts
of the localization pipeline. Our main contributions are a
set of extensive experiments and the conclusions we draw
from them: (1) there is no correlation between landmark retrieval/place recognition performance and Task 1. (2) Similarly, retrieval/recognition performance is not a good indicator for performance on Task 2a. (3) Task 2b correlates
with the classical place recognition task. (4) Our results
clearly show that there is a need to design image retrieval
approaches specifically tailored to the requirements of some
of the localization tasks. To foster such research, our benchmark and evaluation protocols are publicly available.

landmark as a query image. Early methods relying on
global image statistics were significantly outperformed by
methods based on aggregating local features, most notably
the bag of visual words representations for images [22, 86]
and its extensions such as Fisher Vectors [64] and the
Vector of Locally Aggregated Descriptors (VLAD) [38].
More recently, deep representation learning has led to further improvements. They apply various pooling mechanisms [1,7,39,69,70,95,95] on activations in the last convolutional feature map of CNNs in order to construct a global
image descriptor. They learn the similarity metric by using ranking losses such as contrastive, triplet, or average
precision (AP) [8, 31, 69, 71]. Several benchmark papers
compare such image representations on the task of instancelevel landmark retrieval [4, 63, 66, 68, 105, 112]. In contrast,
this paper explores how state-of-the-art landmark retrieval
approaches perform in the context of visual localization.

2. Related Work

Absolute pose regression methods forego 2D-3D matching and train a CNN to directly predict the full camera
pose from an image for a given scene [12, 41, 42, 103].
However, they are significantly less accurate than structure-

Landmark retrieval. Landmark retrieval is the task of
identifying all relevant database images depicting the same

Visual localization. Traditionally, structure-based methods establish 2D-3D correspondences between a query image and a 3D map, typically via matching local feature descriptors [23, 84] and use them to compute the camera pose
by solving a perspective-n-point (PNP) problem [44, 46, 47]
robustly inside a RANSAC [20,28,49] loop. More recently,
scene coordinate regression techniques determine these correspondences using random forests [61, 85] or CNNs [10,
11, 61]. Earlier methods trained a regressor specifically for
each scene while recent models are able to adapt the trained
model on-the-fly to new scenes [17, 18, 106]. Even if scene
coordinate regression methods achieve high pose accuracy
on small datasets, they currently do not scale up well to
larger and more complex scenes [11,53,79,91,92,104]. This
is why we focus on feature-based localization methods that
use image retrieval to cope with this problem [27, 72–74].

based methods [81] and currently not (significantly) more
accurate than simple retrieval baselines [81] but significantly less scalable [79]. This is why we focus on image
retrieval for efficient and scalable pose approximation instead.
Accurate real-world visual localization needs to be robust to a variety of conditions, including day-night, weather
and seasonal variations. [79] introduces several benchmark
datasets specifically designed for analyzing the impact of
such factors on visual localization using query and training
images taken under varying conditions. For our benchmark,
we use the Aachen Day-Night-v1.1 [79, 110], the RobotCar
Seasons [60], and the Baidu shopping mall dataset [89].
For more details see recent survey papers that cover different aspects of visual localization [13, 29, 58, 67, 107] and
benchmark these methods [79, 81, 100].
Place recognition. Place recognition, also referred to as
visual geo-localization [107], lies between landmark retrieval and visual localization. While, similarly to the latter, its goal is to estimate the camera location, a coarse
geographic position of the image is considered sufficient
[32, 82, 102, 108]. It is often important to explicitly handle
confusing [45, 82] and repetitive scene elements [2, 76, 98],
especially in large urban scenes. To improve scalability, a
popular strategy is to perform visual and geo-clustering [6,
15, 21, 40, 50].
As image matching and retrieval are key ingredients of
place recognition methods, several papers proposed improved image representations using GPS and geometric information as a form of weak supervision [1, 43, 69, 102]. In
this paper, among others, we use NetVLAD [1] which is
probably the most popular representation trained this way,
as well as DenseVLAD [97], its handcrafted counterpart.

fied above (Sec. 3.1) and the other measuring landmark retrieval/place recognition performance (Sec. 3.2), both on the
same datasets. Relating the performance of state-of-the-art
retrieval representations on all these tasks thus enables us
to understand the relation between image retrieval in visual
localization and landmark retrieval/recognition tasks.

3.1. Visual localization tasks
As outlined in Sec. 1, we consider two roles for image
retrieval in the context of visual localization: identifying
reference images taken from a similar pose as the query image (Task 1) and retrieving database images depicting the
same part of the scene as the query image but not necessarily from similar poses (Tasks 2a and 2b).
Task 1: Pose approximation. Methods falling into the first
category are inspired by place recognition [81, 99, 100, 108]
and aim to efficiently approximate the query pose from the
poses of the top k retrieved database images.
We represent a camera pose as a tuple P = (c, q). Here,
c ∈ R3 is the position of the camera in the global coordinate system of the scene and q ∈ R4 is the rotation of
the camera encoded as a unit quaternion. We compute the
pose of the query image as a weighted linear combination
Pk
Pq =
i=1 wi Pi , where Pi is the pose of the top i retrieved image and wi is a corresponding weight1 . As a consequence, for k = 1 we directly use the pose of the top
retrieved image.
We consider three variants: equal weighted barycenter
(EWB) assigns the same weight to all of the top k retrieved
images with wi = 1/k. Barycentric descriptor interpolation (BDI) [81, 99] estimates wi as the best barycentric
approximation of the query descriptor via the database descriptors with

3. The proposed benchmark
Modern localization algorithms tend to only use state-ofthe-art landmark retrieval and place recognition representations. However, different localization tasks have different
requirements on the retrieved images and thus on the used
retrieval representations. In this paper, we are interested
in understanding how landmark retrieval/place recognition
performance relates to visual localization performance. In
particular, we are interested in determining whether current
state-of-the-art retrieval/recognition representations are sufficient or whether specialized (task-dependent) representations for localization are needed.
This section presents an evaluation framework designed
to answer this question. Our framework enables a fair comparison of different retrieval approaches for each of the
three localization tasks by fixing the remaining parts of the
localization pipeline. It consists of two parts, one measuring localization performance for the three tasks identi-
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Setting α = 0 reduces this method to EWB. At the opposite, as α → ∞, the pose obtained is the one of the image
giving the highest similarity. We fix α = 8 based on preliminary results on the Cambridge Landmarks [42] dataset.
1 Note
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P

i

wi qi is re-normalized to be a quaternion.

Task 2a: Pose estimation without a global map. In theory, using the top 1 retrieved image would be sufficient for
this task if the relative pose between the query and this image could be estimated accurately, including the scale of
the translation [9, 26]. In practice, retrieving k > 1 images
improves the accuracy because k relative poses can be considered [48, 100, 109, 113]. Once the relative poses between
query and database images are estimated, triangulation can
be used to compute the absolute pose [48, 109, 113]. However, pose triangulation fails if the query pose is colinear
with the poses of the database images, which is often the
case in autonomous driving scenarios.
Therefore, we follow [100] where the retrieved database
images with known poses are used to build the 3D map
of the scene on-the-fly2 and then register the query image
within this map using PNP. Similar to pose triangulation,
this local SFM approach fails if (i) less than two images
among the top k database images depict the same place as
the query image, (ii) the viewpoint change among the retrieved images and/or between the query and the retrieved
images is too large (to be handled by local feature matching)
or (iii) the baseline between the retrieved database images
is not large enough to allow stable triangulation of enough
3D points. Thus, this approach requires retrieving a diverse
set of images depicting the same scene as the query image
from a variety of viewpoints. As such, methods for Task 2a
benefit from image representations that are robust but not
invariant to viewpoint changes.
Task 2b: Pose estimation with a global map. In contrast to Task 2a, this task uses a pre-built global 3D model
of the scene rather than reconstructing it locally on-the-fly.
We follow a standard local feature-based approach from
the literature [30, 36, 74, 80]: an SFM model of the scene
provides the correspondences between local features in the
database images and 3D points in the map. Establishing
2D-2D matches between the query image and top ranked
database images yields a set of 2D-3D matches which are
then used for pose estimation via PNP and RANSAC.
In theory, retrieving a single relevant image among the
top k is sufficient as long as the viewpoint change between
the query and this image can be handled by the local features. Retrieving more relevant images increases the chance
for accurate pose estimation. For efficiency, k should be as
small as possible3 as local feature matching is often the bottleneck in terms of processing time.
Overall, we expect this task to benefit from retrieval
representations that are moderately robust to viewpoint
changes while still allowing reliable local feature matching.
2 Note that compared to the query pose, the 3D points are very seldomly
colinear with the reference poses and can thus be accurately triangulated.
3 In scenes with ambiguous structures, e.g., the InLoc dataset [92], retrieving more images can lead to a decrease in accuracy due to wrong, but
geom. consistent, matches. We did not observe this in our experiments.

Visual localization metrics. We follow common practices [79, 85] to measure localization performance by computing the position and rotation errors between an estimated
and a reference pose. For evaluation, we use the percentage
of query images localized within a given pair of (position,
rotation) error thresholds (Xm, Y ◦ ) [79, 85].

3.2. Landmark retrieval and place recognition tasks
In order to correlate visual localization with landmark retrieval/place recognition performance, we evaluate the latter
two tasks on the same datasets used for localization.
Landmark retrieval. This is an instance retrieval task
where all images containing the main object of interest
shown in the query image are to be retrieved from a large
database of images. Thus, image representations should be
as robust as possible to viewpoint and viewing condition
changes in order to identify all relevant images.
In order to determine whether a retrieved image is relevant for a query, we follow the 3D model-based definition
from [69]: the similarity of two images is computed as the
intersection over union (IoU) for the sets of 3D scene points
observed by both images in an SFM model. We consider a
database image relevant for a given query image if this IoU
score is strictly positive, i.e. they have shared 3D points.
This is in contrast to classical landmark retrieval where relevant images might depict unrelated parts of the same landmark, e.g., opposite sides of the same building.
In order to compute the visible 3D points of the
query images, we compute an SFM model containing the
database and the query images using R2D2 features [72]
and COLMAP [83]. To accelerate the image matching, we
only match image pairs if their viewing frusta (limited by
a far plane) overlap [9]. The strategy can fail in two ways:
the query images can either be too far away for the frusta
to overlap or there are not enough good local feature correspondences in the resulting image pair. Hence some query
images do not have reconstructed 3D points and are ignored
during evaluation.
Landmark retrieval metric. The classical mean Average Precision (mAP) metric, most commonly used in the
literature [65, 66, 68, 94] to measure landmark retrieval performance, reports a single number integrating over different numbers of retrieved images. We use the related mean
Precision@k (P@k) measure to determine the link between
number of retrieved images and localization performance.
Place recognition. This task aims to approximately determine the place from which a given query image was taken.
Since the place is defined by the location of the retrieved
images, this requires at least one relevant reference image
amongst the top k retrieved ones. A database image is typically considered relevant if it was taken within a neighborhood of the query image [2, 76, 97, 98]. When the camera

Figure 2. Landmark retrieval/place recognition. Image retrieval (top row) and place recognition (bottom row) performance as measured
with Precision@k respectively Recall@k. Results per dataset are shown per column. There are clear differences between the representations with learned descriptors typically outperforming the handcrafted DenseVLAD descriptors. Best performance on both measures are
obtained with AP-GeM and DELG, except on RobotCar night where DELG performs significantly worse than AP-GeM.

orientation is available, the angle between the cameras’ orientations can also be taken into account. Alternatively, the
above mentioned IoU similarity can be considered as well
to determine whether or not a database image represents the
same place [19]. We consider both measures, discussing
the latter in the main paper and showing results/correlations
with the pose distance in the supplementary material.
Place recognition metric. We follow the standard protocol
and measure place recognition performance via Recall@k
(R@k) [1,2,97,97]. R@k measures the percentage of query
images with at least one relevant database image amongst
the top k retrieved ones.

4. Experimental evaluation
After first describing our experimental setup, Sec. 4.1
evaluates the representations on retrieval and place recognition tasks. Sec. 4.2 and 4.3 present results for pose approximation (Task 1) and accurate visual localization (Task 2).
Experimental setup. We use DenseVLAD [97] and three
popular deep image representations, NetVLAD [1], APGeM [71], and DELG [14], for image retrieval. DenseVLAD pools densely extracted SIFT [56] descriptors
through the VLAD representation [38], resulting in a compact image-level descriptor. We use two variants: DenseVLAD extracts descriptors at multiple scales, while
DenseVLAD-mono uses only a single scale. NetVLAD
uses CNN features instead of SIFT features and was trained
on the Pitts30k [1, 97] dataset. Both DenseVLAD and
NetVLAD have been used for visual localization [30, 74,
79, 81, 100] and place recognition [1] before. AP-GeM and
DELG represent state-of-the-art representations for landmark retrieval [68], while AP-GeM was recently used for
visual localization as well [35]. Both models were trained
on the Google Landmarks dataset (GLD) [63], where each

training image has a class label based on the landmark visible in the image. Relevance between images is established
based on these labels. Hence, two images can be relevant
to each other without showing the same part of a landmark.
We use the best pre-trained models4 released by the authors
for all experiments (c.f . suppl. mat.).
For Tasks 2a and 2b, i.e., pose estimation without and
with a global map, we use R2D2 [72] to extract local image
features and COLMAP [83] for SFM. We observed similar
behavior for D2-Net [27] and SIFT [56] (c.f . suppl. mat.).
We use three public datasets for our experiments:
Aachen Day-Night-v1.1 [79, 80, 110], RobotCar Seasons
[60, 79], and Baidu Mall [89]. RobotCar represents an autonomous driving scenario with little viewpoint change between query and reference images. In contrast, the outdoor dataset Aachen exhibits stronger viewpoint changes
as the camera can freely move through the scene. Both
datasets come with day- and nighttime queries. Nighttime
queries introduce the challenge of handling strong illumination changes as all reference images were taken during the
day. The Baidu dataset contains medium viewpoint and limited illumination changes between the query and database
images but exhibits strong differences in image quality, occlusion from people, and other distractions such as reflections on storefronts.
Following [79], for all three datasets we use three threshold pairs for evaluating localization for low (5m, 10◦ ),
medium (0.5m, 5◦ ), and high (0.25m, 2◦ ) accuracy. We
only show here results with thresholds low and high as these
are the most relevant for pose approximation and accurate
pose estimation (for medium, see suppl. mat.).
4 It is common practice that localization methods rely on pre-trained
models, e.g. [27, 30, 78] use off-the-shelf DenseVLAD or NetVLAD for
their results and [35] uses AP-GeM.

Figure 3. Task 1 (pose approximation). The rows show results obtained via equal weighted barycenter (EWB), barycentric descriptor
interpolation (BDI), and cosine similarity (CSI), respectively. The best results are obtained with CSI, however simply using the topretrieved pose works best for RobotCar and Baidu due to their limited variation between query and reference poses. Interestingly, the
results on Baidu and the daytime queries for Aachen and RobotCar show that the rather low-level DenseVLAD descriptors perform as
good or better than the learned descriptors.

4.1. Landmark retrieval and place recognition
Figure 2 shows the results for landmark retrieval (top)
and place recognition (bottom) tasks from Sec. 3.2. As expected, the learned descriptors (NetVLAD, AP-GeM, and
DELG) typically outperform the SIFT-based DenseVLAD.
There are two interesting observations: (1) NetVLAD outperforms both AP-GeM and DELG under the R@k measure
for small k on the daytime RobotCar queries. This can be
attributed to the fact that NetVLAD was trained on streetview images captured at daytime from a vehicle while APGeM and DELG were trained with a large variety of landmark images taken from very different viewpoints. (2) On
R@k for the RobotCar nighttime queries, DELG performs
significantly worse than the others. We attribute this to the
low-quality nighttime images, which often exhibit strong
motion blur and color artifacts which are not reflected in the
training set of DELG. AP-GeM, trained on the same data,
avoids this problem through adequate data augmentation.
Discussion. Our experiments confirm that the state-of-theart DELG and AP-GeM descriptors remain the best choices
for place retrieval/recognition tasks. To complement this,
Table 1 shows the performance obtained on ROxford (RO)
and RParis (RP) landmark retrieval benchmarks using the
Medium (m) and Hard (h) protocols [68]. Here, DELG
and AP-GeM descriptors also outperform DenseVLAD and
NetVLAD by a large margin. However, if the aim is place
recognition, i.e., if the requirement is to find at least one relevant image, the gap is significantly lower and in some cases
the ranking might even change (e.g., the Robotcar dataset).

DenseVLAD
NetVLAD
AP-GeM
DELG

RO(m)
36.8
37.1
67.4
69.7

RO (h)
13.0
13.8
42.8
45.1

RP(m)
42.5
59.8
80.4
81.6

RP(h)
13.7
35.0
61.0
63.4

Table 1. Performance evaluation (mAP) on ROxford (RO) and
RParis (RP) using the Medium (m) and Hard (h) protocols.

4.2. Task 1: Pose approximation
Figure 3 shows pose approximation results for the three
approaches discussed in Sec. 3.1. We show the percentage of query images localized within a given error threshold
w.r.t. the ground truth poses as a function of the number k
of retrieved images used for pose approximation. We only
report results for the low (5m, 10◦ ) thresholds as even fewer
images are localized for stricter thresholds (c.f . suppl. mat.).
Equal weighted barycenter (EWB) uses the same weight
for each of the top k retrieved images. In contrast, both
barycentric descriptor interpolation (BDI) and cosine similarity (CSI) give a higher weight to higher ranked images.
They thus assume correlation between descriptor and pose
similarity. As can be seen in Fig. 3, retrieving k > 1 images
only improves performance on the Aachen dataset because
there is a larger pose difference between query and reference images than for the other datasets. This allows better
poses to be estimated by interpolating between the poses of
the retrieved database images. Here, CSI performs best as
the exponent α in Eq. 2 effectively downweigths unrelated
images, whereas unrelated images among the top k receive
a larger weight for BDI and EWB.

Figure 4. Task 2a (pose estimation without a global map). Top/bottom row: percentage of images localized within the high/low accuracy
threshold as a function of the number k of retrieved images. All representations perform similarly on outdoor day images. AP-GeM slightly
outperforms the other descriptors on night images as well as on Baidu, while DenseVLAD performs worst in these cases.

Comparing Fig. 2 and 3, we observe a correlation between these curves and P@k but none with R@k, except for
Aachen day5 . In the latter case, we observe that while DenseVLAD performs poorly on the landmark retrieval/place
recognition tasks it offers good performance for pose approximation. The reason might be that DenseVLAD descriptors are less robust to viewpoint changes. As discussed in Sec. 3.1, this is desirable for pose approximation
as more similar poses will lead to more similar descriptors. However, DenseVLAD is less robust to illumination
changes than AP-GeM and DELG. This explains why the
latter perform better on the nighttime queries of RobotCar
and Aachen.
Finally, while AP-GeM performs similar for retrieval/recognition on Aachen (see Fig. 2), interpolating
top retrieved poses with DELG outperforms AP-GeM. This
suggests that DELG retrieves reference images that are better spread through the scene, which is beneficial for pose
interpolation.
Discussion. Overall, our results show that while pose approximation metrics is somewhat correlated to the top precision of image retrieval, there is no correlation with the place
recognition task (R@k). These suggest that learning scene
representations tailored to pose approximation, instead of
using off-the-shelf methods trained for landmark retrieval,
is an interesting direction for future work.
The best results for RobotCar and Baidu are obtained for
k = 1, in which case all three methods perform the same.
For RobotCar, this result is surprising as interpolating between two consecutive images should give finer approximation. This indicates that there is potential for improvement by designing image retrieval representations specifically suited for pose interpolation.

5 This

is confirmed by the scatter plots in the supplementary material.

4.3. Task 2: Accurate pose estimation
We show results obtained with high and low accuracy
thresholds for Task 2a (local SFM) in Fig. 4 and for Task 2b
(global map) in Fig. 5.
Task 2a. We observe that all representations, even the
handcrafted DenseVLAD descriptors, perform similarly
well on the outdoor daytime and the indoor images, with
DenseVLAD-mono being the exception in the latter case.
We again observe that learned descriptors can perform better than DenseVLAD under day-night changes, with APGeM yielding the best results overall.
Comparing Fig. 2 and Fig. 4, we do not see a clear correlation between retrieval/recognition and Task 2a: despite
significant differences in P@k and R@k, all methods perform similarly well for Task 2a on Aachen and RobotCar
daytime images. In contrast, the better retrieval/recognition
performance of AP-GeM on RobotCar night translates to
better performance on Task 2a. However, the better P@k
performance of DELG and AP-GeM on Aachen night does
not translate to a better Task 2a performance. In fact, there
is no correlation between P@k, which decreases with increasing k (c.f . Fig. 2), and Task 2a performance, which
remains the same or increases with increasing k.
Discussion. To achieve good pose accuracy using a local
SFM model for a given set of retrieved images, a high R@k
score is not sufficient. This is due to the fact that more than
one relevant image is needed to build the local map. At the
same time, not all of the top k retrieved images need to be
relevant, i.e., a high P@k score is not needed.
Overall, retrieval/recognition performance is not a good
indicator for Task 2a performance6 . This indicates that better retrieval representations can be learned that are tailored
to the task of pose estimation without a global map, e.g., by
designing a loss that optimizes pose accuracy.
6 Correlation plots between Task 2 performance and P@k respectively
R@k are shown in the suppl. mat.

Figure 5. Task 2b (pose estimation with a global map). Top/middle row: percentage of images localized within the high/low accuracy
threshold as a function of the number k of retrieved images. The representations perform similarly for daytime scenarios and the indoor
case, but AP-GeM best handles nighttime illumination changes. Bottom row: scatter plots showing low accuracy localization results versus
the retrieval metric R@k for k = 1, 5, 10, 20, 50. We observe a clear correlation between Task 2b and the landmark recognition task.

Task 2b. A similar behavior of the different representations
as in Task 2a can be seen in Fig. 5, i.e., all methods perform
well on daytime and indoor images while learning-based
methods perform better on the Aachen nighttime queries.
The lower performance on the RobotCar nighttime and
Baidu images can be explained by the comparably low R@k
for both datasets (c.f . Fig. 2), especially for k ≤ 10. Without retrieving at least one relevant image amongst the top k,
pose estimation is bound to fail.
Discussion. As shown in the bottom row of Fig. 5, there
is a clear correlation between a high R@k and good performance for the coarse pose threshold. A higher R@k increases the chance that an image can be localized at all. This
validates the common practice to use state-of-the-art representations trained for retrieval/recognition for localization.
However, the row also shows that a high R@k does not necessarily imply a high pose accuracy. One explanation is that
the retrieved images are relevant but share little visual overlap with the query image. In this case, all matches will be
found in a small area of the query image resulting in an unstable (and thus likely inaccurate) pose estimate.

5. Conclusion
Image retrieval plays an important role in modern visual localization systems. Retrieval techniques are often
used to efficiently approximate the pose of the query image
or as an intermediate step towards obtaining a more accurate pose estimate. Most localization systems simply use
state-of-the-art image representations trained for landmark

retrieval or place recognition. In this paper, we analyzed
the correlation between the tasks of visual localization and
retrieval/recognition through detailed experiments.
Our results show that state-of-the-art image-level descriptors for place recognition are a good choice when localizing an image against a pre-built map as performance
on both tasks is correlated. We can see that on the night
images as well as on Baidu, AP-GeM often outperforms the
other features. One of the reason might be that AP-GeM
is the only feature that was trained not only with geometric
data augmentation but also with color jittering. This might
explain why it better handles day-night variations.
We also show that the tasks of pose approximation and
localization without a pre-built map (local SFM) are not directly correlated with landmark retrieval/place recognition.
In the case of pose approximation, representations that reflect pose similarity in their descriptor similarities, i.e., exhibit robustness only to illumination changes, are preferable
as they tend to retrieve closer images. For local SFM, there
is a complex relationship between the retrieved images that
is not captured by the classical Precision@k and Recall@k
measures used for retrieval and recognition. Our results
suggest that developing suitable representations tailored to
these tasks are interesting directions for future work. Our
code and evaluation protocols are publicly available to support such research.
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A. Introduction
This supplementary material complements the main paper with
further details on the experimental setup (Section B) and additional results (Section C) to strengthen the findings.
Section B is structured as follows. First, in Section B.1 we give
more information on the localization datasets used in our experiments. In Section B.2 we describe the global image representations that were compared in the benchmark and we provide links
to the codes we used to extract them. In Section B.3, we briefly
recall the SFM pipeline and point to the codes on which we relied
upon for running the experiments. In Section B.4 we recall the
evaluation metrics to make the plots in the supplementary easily
understandable.
In Section C, we provide additional figures to Sections 4.1, 4.2
and 4.3 of the main paper, corresponding here to Sections C.1, C.2,
and C.3. In Section C.4, we show additional correlation analyses
between localization and retrieval measures.

B. Experimental setup
B.1. Datasets
To evaluate the role of image retrieval in visual localization, we selected three public datasets aimed at benchmarking visual localization: Aachen Day-Night-v1.1 [79, 80, 110], RobotCar Seasons [60, 79] and Baidu Mall [89]. Altogether, the selected datasets cover a variety of application scenarios: large-scale
outdoor handheld localization under varying conditions (Aachen
Day-Night), small-scale indoor handheld localization with occlusions (Baidu), and large-scale autonomous driving (RobotCar Seasons).
The Aachen Day-Night-v1.1 [79, 80, 110] dataset. contains
6,697 high-quality training/database and 1015 test/query images
from the old inner city of Aachen, Germany. The database images
are taken under daytime conditions using handheld cameras. The
query images are captured with three mobile phones at day and at
night. This dataset represents a handheld scenario similar to augmented or mixed reality applications in city-scale environments.
The RobotCar Seasons [60, 79] dataset. is based on a subset of
the RobotCar dataset [60], captured in the city of Oxford, UK. The
training sequences (26,121 images) are captured during daytime,
the query images (11,934) are captured during different traversals
and under changing weather, time of the day, and seasonal conditions. In contrast to the other two datasets used, the RobotCar
dataset contains multiple synchronized cameras and the images are
provided in sequences. However, in our benchmark we did not use
this additional information. Note that integrating this information
in the benchmark can be an interesting follow up of this paper.
The Baidu Mall [89] dataset. was captured in a modern indoor
shopping mall in China. It contains 689 training images captured
with high resolution cameras in the empty mall and about 2,300
mobile phone query images taken a few months later while the
mall was open. The images were semi-manually registered into a
LIDAR scan in order to obtain the ground truth poses. The query
images are of much poorer quality compared to the database images. In contrary to the latter, where all images were taken in parallel or perpendicular with respect to the main corridor of the mall,

query images were taken from more varying viewpoints. Furthermore, the images contain reflective and transparent surfaces, moving people, and repetitive structures which are all important challenges for visual localization and image retrieval.

B.2. Global image representations for retrieval
Our benchmark compares the following 4 popular image representations using the models provided by the authors.
DenseVLAD7 [96]. To obtain the DenseVLAD image representation for an image, first RootSIFT [3,57] descriptors are extracted
on a multi-scale (we used 4 different scales corresponding to region widths of 16, 24, 32 and 40 pixels), regular, densely sampled
grid, and then aggregated into an intra-normalized VLAD [38] descriptor followed by PCA (principle component analysis) compression, whitening, and L2 normalization [37]. We also used
DenseVLAD-mono, which is a variant where the local features
are extracted only on a single scale (with the region width equal to
24).
NetVLAD8 [1]. The main component of the NetVLAD architecture is a generalized VLAD layer that aggregates mid-level convolutional features extracted from the entire image into a compact single vector representation for efficient indexing similarly to
VLAD [38]. The resulting aggregated representation is then compressed using PCA to obtain a final compact descriptor of the image. NetVLAD is trained with geo-tagged image sets consisting of
groups of images taken from the same locations at different times
and seasons, allowing the network to discover which features are
useful or distracting and what changes should the image representation be robust to. This makes NetVLAD very interesting for the
visual localization pipeline and motivated our choice to integrate it
in our benchmark. Furthermore, NetVLAD has been used in stateof-the-art localization pipelines [30, 74] and in combination with
D2-Net [27].
AP-GeM9 [71]. This model, similarly to [69], uses a generalizedmean pooling layer (GeM) to aggregate CNN-based descriptors
of several image regions at different scales but instead of a contrastive loss, it directly optimizes the Average Precision (AP) approximated by histogram binning to make it differentiable. It is
one of the state-of-the art image representation on popular landmark retrieval benchmarks (e.g., ROxford and RParis [68]). The
model we used was trained on the Google Landmarks v1 dataset
(GLD) [63], where each training image has a class label based on
the landmark contained in the image. AP-GeM has been used successfully used for visual localization in [35].
DELG10 [14].

DELG is designed to extract local and global

7 Code available at http://www.ok.ctrl.titech.ac.jp/
torii/project/247/.
˜
8 Matlab code and pretrained models are available at https:
//github.com/Relja/netvlad. We used the VGG-16-based
NetVLAD model trained on Pitts30k [1].
9 Pytorch
implementation
and
models
are
available
at
https://europe.naverlabs.com/Research/
Computer-Vision/Learning-Visual-Representations/
Deep-Image-Retrieval/. We used the Resnet101-AP-GeM model
trained on Google Landmarks [63] to extract image representations.
10 We used the TensorFlow code publicly available at https:
//github.com/tensorflow/models/tree/master/

features using one CNN. After a common backbone, the model
is split into two parts (heads) one to detect relevant local features
and one which describes the global content of the image as a
compact descriptor. The two networks are jointly trained in an
end-to-end manner using the ArcFace [25] loss for the compact
descriptor and leveraging the Google Landmark v1 [63] dataset,
which provides image-level labels. The method was originally
designed for image search, where the local features enable
geometric verification and re-ranking.
Our choice of VLAD with densely extracted features (DenseVLAD, NetVLAD) is based on [90, 97]. It is shown that DenseVLAD and DenseFV (Fisher Vectors) significantly outperform
SparseVLAD and SparseFV (based on local features) under strong
illumination changes as using densely extracted features eliminates potential repeatability problems of feature detectors. Furthermore, [97] reports that DenseVLAD performs on par with advanced sparse bag of visual words representations. At the same
time, both DenseVLAD and NetVLAD are used in state-of-theart localization pipelines [74, 90, 93]. Investigating aggregation
of modern local features (e.g. D2-Net, R2D2) via ASMK [94],
VLAD [38] or FV [64] is an interesting research direction with
practical benefits.

B.3. SFM pipeline with and without a global model
For our global SFM experiments, we created an SFM model
for each local feature type considered (SIFT, D2Net and R2D2).
To not introduce a bias towards one specific global feature type
and because matching all possible training image pairs would potentially introduce noise and would require large computational
resources, we selected the image pairs to match by their frustum overlaps. In detail, we fitted a sphere into the overlapping
space of two frusta (we used 50m as maximum distance) and used
the radius of this sphere as our measure for image overlap. For
Aachen Day-Night and Baidu, we used all image pairs with an
overlapping-sphere-radius of 10m or more. For RobotCar, this
threshold resulted in too many image pairs to process, thus we
only used the 50 most overlapping pairs. To generate the 3D model
we triangulated the 3D points from the local feature matches (obtained from the image pairs) using the provided camera poses of
the training images and applied bundle adjustment for global optimization. In order to localize an image within this map, we match
the query images with the top k retrieved database images and use
PNP [44, 46] to register them within the map.
Our local SFM experiments are inspired by the SFM-on-thefly approach from [100] where the retrieved database images are
used to create a small SFM map on-the-fly and the query images
are registered within this map using PNP. The SFM pipeline is the
same as described above with the difference that the database image pairs to match are generated using all possible pairwise combinations of the retrieved images.
In both cases, for SFM and query image registration, we used
COLMAP11 [83].
research/delf/delf/python/delg, and the model that similarly
to AP-GeM has a ResNet101 backbone architecture and was trained on
GLD [63]
11 Code available at https://colmap.github.io/.

B.4. Evaluation metrics
To increase the readability of the following experimental results, we first recall the evaluation metrics used in the main paper.
Visual localization metrics.. To measure localization performance, we follow common practice from the literature [42,79,85].
Let R ∈ R3×3 be the camera rotation and c ∈ R3 be the camera
position, i.e., a 3D point Xg in world coordinates is mapped to
local camera coordinates as Xl = R(Xw − c). Following [79],
the position and rotation errors between an estimated and the reference pose are defined as
cerror
Rerror

=
=

kcestimated − creference k2 ,
arccos

trace

R−1
estimated

(3)


· Rreference − 1
2

!
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where Rerror is the angle of the smallest rotation aligning Restimated
and Rreference .
For evaluation, we use the percentage of images localized
within a given error threshold (Xm, Y ◦ ) [79, 85], i.e., the percentage of query images for which cerror < X and Rerror < Y .
Following [79], for all three datasets we use three different threshold pairs for evaluating low (5m, 10◦ ), medium (0.5m, 5◦ ), and
high (0.25m, 2◦ ) accuracy localization.
Retrieval metrics.. As indicated in the main paper, (index, retrieved image) pairs are considered positive based on either the
IoU similarity or the distance between the camera poses. We use
them to compute both Precision@k (P@k) and Recall@k (R@k).
In the case of IoU similarity, we use the presence of overlapping
triangulated 3D points between query and database images to classify a pair as positive. In the case of pose similarity, we consider
a database image as relevant if it was taken within a neighborhood
of the query image [2, 76, 96, 98]. When the camera orientation is
available (which is true in our case), the angle between the cameras’ orientations can also be taken into account. Following [98],
we consider two images relevant if they were taken within 25 meters from each other and if the camera orientations are less than
45 degrees apart. While in the main paper we mainly focused on
IoU measure-based relevance, here we provide P@k / R@k results
obtained with both relevance measures.

C. Additional experimental results
This section presents results that complement the main paper.
In Section C.1, we present the retrieval and place recognition results (c.f . Sec. 3.2, Place recognition, in the main paper). We
compare the results obtained with ground truth image relevance
defined based on visual overlap with the ones defined based on
pose proximity. In Section C.2, we present further details on our
experiments on pose approximation. In Section C.3, we provide
results for various localization accuracy settings with SFM maps
built with different local feature types. Finally, in Section C.4, we
study the correlation between visual localization and place recognition/landmark retrieval metrics as well as the correlation between the interpolation-based localization results and Recall@k.

Figure 6. P@k curves. Landmark retrieval result where the ground truth relevance between two images was defined by visual overlap (top
row) respectively pose similarity (bottom row).

Figure 7. R@k curves. Place recognition results where the ground truth relevance between two images is defined by visual overlap (top
row) respectively pose proximity (bottom row).

C.1. Landmark retrieval and place recognition
As discussed in the main paper, we use two retrieval metrics
from the literature: Precision@k (P@k) and Recall@k (R@k)
where we considered two different ways to define whether two
images are related / relevant to each other. One is based on visual
overlap (measured using jointly visible 3D points) and the other
is based on pose proximity (whether the two images were roughly
taken from the same position and, if available, orientation).
In Fig. 6, we show results for the landmark retrieval scenario
evaluated with the P@k metric considering ground truth relevance
scores obtained either with visual overlap or with pose proximity.
Similarly, Fig. 7 shows results for the place recognition scenario
measured by R@k using the two relevance scores. Overall, we
can see that the results with both relevance scores are very similar yielding to the same rankings between image representations.
This shows that the exact definition of the relevance score between
two images does not play a major role when evaluating which retrieval representation works well for landmark retrieval and place
recognition tasks.

C.2. Task 1: Pose approximation
In the main paper, we show pose approximation results for the
three approaches (EWB, BDI, and CSI) considering the low localization accuracy threshold (5m, 10◦ ). In Fig. 8, here we show pose
approximation results for RobotCar day for the medium accuracy
threshold (0.5m, 5◦ ). We only show results for this dataset as for
the other datasets less than 1-2% of the queries were successfully
localized with medium accuracy. The better results obtained for
this dataset are due to the small variation in camera pose between
query and reference images. Note that the lower performance
for the RobotCar nighttime queries is due to the lower quality of
the nighttime images (which exhibit strong motion blur) and the
challenge of bridging the appearance gap between day- and nighttime images. Interestingly, our results show that for the medium
accuracy threshold, NetVLAD and DenseVLAD perform better
than DELG and AP-GeM. This is in contrast to the low accuracy
threshold where DELG and AP-GeM perform better (see main paper) and means that more images were successfully localized with
DELG and AP-GeM but not very accurately.

Figure 8. Task 1: Pose approximation with medium accuracy threshold. We only show results for RobotCar day as less than 1-2% of
the queries were localized for the others. On these plots, we observe that NetVLAD and DenseVLAD outperform DELG and AP-GeM.

C.3. Task 2: Accurate pose estimation
As discussed in Section 4 of the main paper, in the following we present the full set of results for Task 2a and Task 2b
considering all three accuracy thresholds and using three different local feature types to build the SFM maps, namely R2D2 [72],
D2-Net [27], and SIFT [57].
Figures 9 to 11 show results for Task 2a (pose estimation without global map) and Figures 12 to 14 show results for Task 2b
(pose estimation with global map).
We first observe that the choice of local features does not
change the ranking of image representations for any of the three
datasets considered. Furthermore, as already observed in [27, 72],
SIFT is outperformed by R2D2 and D2-Net. As a consequence,
we observe that the performance gap between different image representations shrinks when using SIFT: retrieving a relevant image
does not help if the local feature type used is unable to establish
good correspondences. We can therefore confirm the statement of
the main paper that our conclusions are not tied to a specific type
of local features.
Similarly, while increasing the accuracy threshold decreases
the number of localized images, the rank according to the global
representations does not change. Nevertheless, we observe that
the gap between deep representations and DenseVLAD is smaller
for higher accuracy, which suggest that the images retrieved with
DenseVLAD, when relevant, are well suited for localization.

C.4. Visual localization versus retrieval metrics
This section analyses the correlation between typical visual localization (measured via the percentage of the images retrieved at a
given accuracy threshold) and retrieval metrics (measured by precision and recall). We only consider the lowest accuracy threshold for the following results. On the one hand we observed that
the ranking is similar for various localization accuracy thresholds.
On the other hand, high pose accuracy is not necessary for both
landmark retrieval and place recognition. To compute the retrieval
metrics, we only use the visual overlap based ground truth relevance because, as we see in Section C.1, the two strategies yield
similar results. Finally, concerning local features we only show
correlations with the results obtained with the R2D2 SFM maps
for the accurate localization scenarios.
To analyse the correlation, we generate scatter plots where we
select pairs of (Pose Accuracy, Retrieval Metric) for corresponding
top k retrieved images. Figure 15 shows scatter plots for localization based on a global SFM map. As we see in the main paper,

there appears to be a clear correlation between the R@k and pose
accuracy for this task. On the other hand, the Precision at top k
(P@k) does not seem to correlate with localization performance
confirming that it is not necessary that all top retrieved images are
relevant for a query as long as a few relevant images are found.
Figure 16 shows scatter plots for localization based on the local
SFM approach. We can observe a weaker correlation between this
method and the Recall at k (R@k) than when using a global map.
Again, we do not observe an obvious correlation with the Precision
at k (P@k).
Finally, Figure 17 shows scatter plots for pose approximation
via the EWB pose interpolation scheme. We observe a weak correlation between the pose estimation and the P@k measures, but
no correlation, or even in several cases an inverse correlation, with
R@k. This seems to be opposite to the trends observed for Task
2a/b. An interesting thing to notice is that the points associated to
DenseVLAD in the P@k plots are consistently on the left of the
other methods. For equal P@k, DenseVLAD achieves better pose
accuracy, i.e., retrieves images closer to the query. This confirms
that DenseVLAD is less robust to viewpoint changes and thus retrieves closer images.
Overall, we notice some correlation between P@k and pose accuracy for Task 1, and R@k and pose accuracy for Task 2a/b. The
correlation is clearest between R@k and pose accuracy for Task
2b, where it appears in every dataset. These correlations are understandable: to have a good pose approximation, all of the retrieved
images need to be close enough to the query. A single database
image taken far away from the query, even with low weight in
the interpolation scheme, can significantly affect the accuracy of
the pose approximation. For the geometry-based approaches, the
correlation with R@k can be explained by the fact that the localization pipeline does filtering based on the local feature matches.
Thus, the system is less sensitive to wrong retrievals which will
be filtered out if good local feature correspondences can be estimated. Still, at least one correctly retrieved image is necessary to
facilitate pose estimation.
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Figure 9. Task 2a (pose estimation without a global map) results for Aachen Day-Night. We show results for D2-Net (left column),
R2D2 (middle column), and SIFT (right column).

Figure 10. Task 2a (pose estimation without a global map) results for RobotCar. We show results for D2-Net (left column), R2D2
(middle column), and SIFT (right column).

Figure 11. Task 2a (pose estimation without a global map) results for Baidu. We show results for D2-Net (left column), R2D2 (middle
column), and SIFT (right column).

Figure 12. Task 2b (pose estimation with a global map) results for Aachen Day-Night. We show results for D2-Net (left column),
R2D2 (middle column), and SIFT (right column).

Figure 13. Task 2b (pose estimation with a global map) results for RobotCar. We show results for D2-Net (left column), R2D2 (middle
column), and SIFT (right column).

Figure 14. Task 2b (pose estimation with a global map) results for Baidu. We show results for D2-Net (left column), R2D2 (middle
column), and SIFT (right column).

Figure 15. Task 2b (pose estimation with a global map) vs retrieval metrics. We see that while there appears to be a clear correlation
between R@k and pose accuracy for this task, the Precision at top k (P@k) does not seem to correlate with localization performance.

Figure 16. Task 2a (pose estimation with local map) vs retrieval metrics. We can observe some weak correlation between pose estimation
with local SFM and the Recall at k (R@k), but there is no obvious correlation with the Precision at k (P@k).

Figure 17. Task 1a (Approximate localization) vs retrieval metrics. Here, correlation appears to be between pose estimation based on
interpolation and P@k, but not with R@k.

